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Abstract

Things are interdependent. Practical is conceptual. Business is not separate from life. Formal systems have counterparts in stories. Organizational grammar has many dimensions. It tries to introduce order into transitions from one state to another and provide meanings and interpretations. Franz Kafka’s story of the Law, here identified with a series of organizational grammars is a good way of introducing the link between their incompleteness, deconstruction and practically uncovering alternative strategies and roots of creativity.

1. Introduction

Franz Kafka’s story of the Law is a good way of introducing the concept of organizational grammar (orgrammar). The story is a mapping from an axiomatic and is self reflexive much in the way that a mirror reflecting unending images of itself. It is a story that cannot stop like non stopping proofs of Gödel’s incompleteness theorems. It goes as follows.

Story 1

A man stands in front of a door through which he must pass and behind every door is an endless series of doors through which he must also pass. Each door is guarded by a doorkeeper who demands of the man, that to pass through the doorway, he must ask the right question. Successive doorkeepers are stronger and stronger. So the man cannot barge his way through. The succession of doors and doorkeepers is endless; it does not stop. Finally the man asks; “If the door is so important, why has no one else come?” The doorkeeper answers; “Because this door belongs to you and now I am going to close it.” Let the doors be the set of orgrammars. Let the doorkeeper’s and the questions remain open to interpretation.

The idea of orgrammar originated in a number of ways. One was the unreality, in an organizational context, of Kauffman’s simulation results that put the borderline between order and chaos is a degree of interdependence between elements in the system greater than 3. Above that level a system risks complexity catastrophe and small changes in the system’s internal dynamics percolate through the entire system in much the same way as viruses spread or banks collapse triggering bailouts and the Great Recession. Below a critical level of interdependence Kauffman systems freeze and become incapable of adaptation to external dynamics. Clearly the degree of interdependence within social, economic, business and political systems is much greater than 3. An important question is: what properties of networks (equivalently, matrices) give rise to, or don’t give rise to, the probability of percolation throughout the entire system? The answer hangs on their modular structure and the average degree distribution of nodes/vertices. The approach through orgrammar examines instead the properties and dimensions of orgrammar that determine the system state of organizations, broadly defined.

This is an alternative and extended version of a paper to be given (2011) at a conference in honour of David Boje’s contribution to organizational studies, focusing on Boje’s concept of antenarratives: the topic of that version was the location of antenarratives on the spectrum of orgrammars. Technical details are in the endnotes.
Orgrammar influences both the structure of system states and their path over time. System states can be illustrated as networks (or matrices). Orgrammar influences whether systems gravitate to self ordered criticality, admitting possibilities of *fat tails*; revolutions or phase transitions; or gradual or random transitions from one system state to another (as assumed mostly without question in finance). Small world networks for example are robust against changes that affect the nodes (vertices) or individual matrix elements but fragile against targeted changes. An organization can be defined at various levels of generality, individual firms, industrial sectors or entire economies or societies. One way of thinking about organization is as larger or smaller coalitions or coalitions within coalitions.

Organizations settle in one system state or other temporarily. The role of orgrammar is to limit variations in their trajectory over time: to gradual changes modelled by Markov or Weiner/Brownian motion or phase transitions in which orgrammar may lead to self ordered criticality (SOC) and phase transitions or changes associated with the tail end of a heavy (fat) tailed distribution.

**Summary**

A rather terse summary of the paper is as follows and the remainder of the paper attempts briefly to clarify it.

A very broad view is taken of stories and systems. Stories they contain some or all of the following, actors, actions, plot, context, expressed in symbols, pictures, words, gestures, numbers. Systems have a set of axioms or assumptions, an orgrammar and strings of symbols that make up theories, theorems of conceptualisations.

Orgrammars are organizing principles in that they introduce order into a system and enable us to make sense of it, or impose meaning on it. The most immediate orgrammars relate to the world of experience: the material world that includes business and political organizations and institutions, social institutions including the polyphonic voices of communities and organizations and within the minds of individual people. Different spheres or planes of Being have corresponding orgrammars. A description of the world of experience is Heidegger’s concept of Dasein.

Planes or spheres of Being extend beyond Dasein, although they are connected to Dasein: every sphere of Being is connected to every other. There is a hierarchy of orgrammars corresponding to different planes of Being, with many, often overlapping orgrammars in each plane.

Rather than thinking of hierarchies of orgrammar as suggesting precedence of one plane of Being over another, it is more sensible to think of orgrammars as written upon one another, in the manner of a palimpsest. A palimpsest occurs when texts had to be written on valuable parchments, one upon the other, with previous texts partly erased but still visible. A palimpsest in the context of orgrammars can be thought of entire set of orgrammars, some partly erased, with traces remaining, some prominent: but traces of former scripts influence the reading of the uppermost text.

Orgrammars overlap. At the level of Dasein, you cannot separate the external from the internal, or structures from meaning, or cultures from systems and so on. But for convenience we do so. We try to stick to an unambiguous notion of orgrammar, but sometimes, ant this is always true for interesting problems in business and life, we have to deconstruct orgrammars.
Deconstruction is a process of revealing the existence of the *Other* that exists in alternative orgrammars; as it were, reading the underlying scripts. *Other* used in this way, signifies what is excluded by a particular orgrammar. Every orgrammar is incomplete: a mapping exists between orgrammars and Gödel’s view of axiomatic systems.

Gödel showed that no axiomatic system is complete or consistent. A logical system is complete if every statement in the system can be proved within that system; it is consistent when everything that can be proved true cannot also be proved false. Gödel’s sentence can be expressed as ‘this sentence is not provable (in the formal system X)’. We can think of a systems as entirely deterministic, as mechanistic, that is obeying some discoverable algorithm, or as randomised by some device that enables choices to be made between allowable alternatives. The latter describes the role of orgrammar fairly well. Orgrammars inconsistency lies in the nature of system states. They are consistent in that is some system state or must happen: their inconsistency, at the level of Dasein, in intentions. Consistency should not be confused with equilibrium: in fact given the huge number of variables that characterise system states, it is puzzling that equilibrium is of any interest whatsoever.

At one level Gödel’s theorems are simple. The implications of his elegant proofs are familiar but overlooked in other familiar contexts; proof is different from truth or meaning; ethical statements cannot be derived from factual statements; that no conceptualisation or orgrammar is complete.

Every orgrammar relies on another orgrammar (a meta-orgrammar) for completion and the process of working towards completion of a grammar is endless. Like the non stopping proof of Gödel’s theorem, it cannot stop. Every orgrammar has an *Other*, evoked by alternative orgrammars. The *Other* contains what is excluded by a particular orgrammar, and is exposed by an alternative orgrammar, which in turn proceeds, Gödel like, to exclude its own *Other* and so on. In so far as truth is connected to meaning or sense making, every truth is relative to a particular orgrammar. A state that is pre-orgrammar is impossible, but it exists. The state of pre-orgrammar is the source from which creativity emerges: the last part of the paper examines this proposition. Rather than constituting a paradox, existence and non-existence of orgrammar establishes mystery and recognition of mystery as a scientific principle. Pure stories provide a theatre for mystery: the Bardo Thodal (below) is a story that describes a pre-orgrammar state and the transition to orgrammars.

2. Orgrammar

Whilst grammar for Wittgenstein is defined as rules for the use of a word, orgrammar is more broadly defined: by its (i) properties, (ii) dimensions (iii) spaces it occupies and (iv) the plane of Being to which it relates.

**Properties**

As with grammar generally, orgrammar has properties of morphology, syntax and rhetoric. The morphology of organizational grammar describes the qualities of organizations that we choose to focus on. Viewing an organization (or a group of organizations) as a network as in figure 1, there is a choice as to which properties. Vertices (A, B, ...) in figure 1, may refer to elements within organizations (teams, projects, value chains), or between them (supply chains, alliances, mergers) to qualities and quantities (structures, routines, architectures, payoffs monetary and non monetary) or the organization’s stories. Syntax determines permissible linkages/edges between vertices permitted by the prevailing rules of the
orgrammar. Edges may be thought of in a timeless way as synergies or through time as feedbacks or blowbacks; transmission of events at one time to another. Rhetoric describes how we speak about organizations; the conventional wisdom, discourse or paradigm.

**Figure 1**

**Dimensions in Dasein**

For the moment we focus on the plane of Being that people insist upon calling the real world; the real world is, loosely speaking, the world we are part of in everyday experience, that Heidegger called Dasein. The dominant orgrammar conditions the way the real world or *plane of Being* (Dasein) behaves and also conditions the way it is perceived and the criteria on which it is evaluated. The dimensions of orgrammar are the set of rules, (a) formal/informal, (b) social/personal (c) internal/external operating on organizations and determining their (system) state at a moment in time and their transition from one (system) state to another over time. We should add two further dimensions which relate directly to perceptions, (d) explicit/implicit (e) conscious/unconscious.

The categories (a), (b) and (c), illustrated in figure 2, contain many variables: so the space occupied by orgrammar, even when we limit discussion to Dasein, has a high dimension.

**Figure 2**
Table 1 categorizes orgrammar according to figure 2 in the orgrammar of Dasein. The categories FSX through to IFM are not distinct or exhaustive. Even figure 2, limited as it is, there are 1024 \(2^8\) possible groupings\(^{19}\). Considering the number of elements in each category, orgrammar is like a state vector of infinite dimensions that encodes everything about the state of Dasein at any instant: it is a state vector of possibly infinite dimension in Hilbert space.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FSX</td>
<td>Outside: societal, codified, written: laws, regulations, treaties, contracts, rituals, traditions, constitutions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FSM</td>
<td>Inside: codified, written: formal organizational routines, architectures, structures, systems, hierarchies, contracts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FPM</td>
<td>Outside: codified, certified, accredited: formal education, shared paradigms and ways of thinking, qualifications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILM</td>
<td>Inside: individual education and experience, certified, codified, corporate: specific education, accredited skills, training and knowledge.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISX</td>
<td>Outside: societal, group; informal (unwritten) customs, conventions, mores, morals, cultures, codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISM</td>
<td>Inside: societal group norms: shared values; corporate culture, customs, traditions, mores, codes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPX</td>
<td>Outside: individual, un-codified: personal history and values, behaviour, patterns, learned paradigms, mental maps, models, conditioning, habits of thought.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPM</td>
<td>Inside: As (IPX) individual behaviour patterns and mindsets, personal paradigms and schema for assessing the world, and solving problems; learned within the organization or the personal legacy of brought in.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1

System states and trajectories in Dasein

The system state of an organization, broadly or narrowly defined is illustrated in Figure 4. In figure 4 payoffs are the outcomes. The distinction between inner and outer dynamics depends on what level of organization we are speaking about. For a team in a business firm for example, the business unit or division is part of the outer dynamic. For the business unit headquarters is part of the outer dynamics. For a nation, the global economy is part of the outer dynamic. For the global economy, the ecosystem of the earth itself is part of inner dynamics.
Figure 3 illustrates the broad categories of a system state. Organizations settle in one system state or other, temporarily. System state is simply the state a system happens to be in. Seen this way system states are consistent in that they occur. They are defined by configuration or vector of variables in Hilbert space. One convenient way of portraying a system state as pictured in figure 3 is as a coalition structure mapped against the probability of that structure occurring\(^{20}\); roughly speaking a coalition structure describes how groups of teams, projects, businesses, organizations and so on are (temporarily) glued together.

A system state is distinct from equilibrium state. Given that there are so many variables underlying a system state, even when confined to macroeconomic state, it is surprising that equilibrium is of any interest whatsoever\(^{21}\). Orgrammar determines the system state at a moment in time and the trajectory over time. As to the trajectory, the role of orgrammar is to (try to) limit variations in the trajectory over time to gradual changes that are usually modelled by Markov or Weiner/Brownian motion. Phase transitions may arise when orgrammar adapts a system to a point of self ordered criticality (SOC). Phase transitions are associated with change at the tail end of a heavy (fat) tailed distribution, rather than the moderate fluctuations envisaged by Markov or Brownian processes\(^{22}\). Elements of the system state (system state variables) depend on the properties of orgrammar that we wish to focus on. We can treat them as a high dimensional vector of state variables determined by the existing orgrammar. Hence to characterise a system state it is manageable to focus on relatively few aspects. One possibility is to think of the system state as a coalition structure and the trajectory of system states over time as characterised by transitions from one coalition structure to another.

3. Spheres of Being

We can think of orgrammars as having lateral or horizontal dimensions, indicating that there are many alternative grammars pertaining to each sphere of Being. The process of deconstruction might be described as that of unveiling or discovering alternative grammars in Dasein. Deconstruction is concerned with the Other that is excluded by a particular grammar or perspective of the world. Postmodern or relativist approaches are distinguished by their recognition that many different orgrammars exist or might exist.

There are many spaces, relating to different planes or spheres of Being, each having a distinctive orgrammar. Thus spheres of Being and related orgrammars have a vertical dimension, described metaphorically in various ways; the material world, the worlds of the soul, the spirit and so on is one description; another is the Freudian conscious, unconscious, plus the Jungian collective unconscious; another is described in the Bardo Thodol (below). Alternatively spheres of Being, may be distinguished by simply saying that ethics and norms occupy a different space from factual descriptions or the world\(^{23}\).

In figure 4 the horizontal and vertical dimensions of orgrammar are collapsed into two dimensions: from the perhaps infinite alternative grammars \(g_5\), 5 orgrammars are illustrated. The set of all orgrammars is denoted \(G\). Individual orgrammars have elements in common; for example \(g_5\) has overlapping characteristics with \(g_2\). Perhaps all orgrammars have some characteristics in common as illustrated by the intersection \((\bigcap_i g_i)\) of the 5 orgrammars. The 5 grammars illustrated do have distinctive features, (indicated by \(g_1, g_2, \ldots, g_5\)). The relationship between grammars is one of (family) resemblance rather than distinctiveness (disjointness).
Really there is no alternative but to switch between orgрамmars. The scriptures do this as
demonstrated by the Bardo Thodol. They have to do this to span different spheres of Being.
Switching grammars is also a source of power, of cultural capital for example. Organizations
ranging from Stalinist, fundamentalist, scholars, ordinary organizations, celebrities do this.
Consider the need to switch orgрамmars in the context of a typical business problem.

**Story**

No orgрамmar is complete. Gödel’s theorem and the problem of switching orgрамmars has
parallels in economics and business stories. Top executives of Enron were rewarded with
share options, and Enron was applauded by experts achieving the perfect solution to the
principal agent problem: getting management attention on increasing shareholder value is
the usual way of illustrating it. A colleague of mine in the USA regularly gives students an
accounting exercise to undergraduates using Enron data from the final years of its existence.
The students invariably pronounce it as insolvent. Why? They adopt a different
organizational grammar from the experts. Enron is an illustration of the working of
Huwicz’s theorem or the absence of incentive proof management systems. Examples that are
essentially similar are provided by Minsky and Keynes and in a slightly different form by the
(Chicago) notion that inflation is a tax. In an asset bubble where assets may be houses,
daffodils, ABS, CDO’s or CDW’s, those who anticipate the bubble bursting can play a
negative sum game, redistributing wealth to themselves and imposing losses on others
through unavoidable defaults and social costs. The business school story about the need to
pursue of competitive advantage has the same effect placing economies perpetually at risk
periodically pushing the economy into recession. Adam Smith was explicit about the
incompleteness of the story and imported the notion of an invisible hand, from a different
orgрамmar. The costs of the latest financial crisis are estimated\(^{24}\) at between $60 trillion and
$120 trillion.

4. Gödel\(^{25}\)

In relation to Gödel’s theorems, no orgрамmar is complete because there is always a
statement in a particular orgрамmar that we know to be true and it would be desirable to
prove, yet it cannot be proved within that orgрамmar. Alternatively we might describe every
orgрамmar as undecidable in that there are statements within that orgрамmar that are neither
provable nor disprovable. In this way, the characteristics of space and dimensionality of orgrammar becomes important. In order to fill the gap left by incompleteness or undecidability with respect to one orgrammar we have to resort to another orgrammar, which can be drawn either from the vertical or lateral spaces of orgrammar.

One way of illustrating Gödel’s theorem in relation to orgrammars is the proposition that ‘statement g cannot be proved within orgrammar G’: if the proposition is true and statement g cannot be proved within the axioms of grammar G, then orgrammar G contains a falsity and if the proposition is false and statement g can be proved within G then we have a contradiction. The argument seems like a kind of trick unless we remember every conceptual system (think conceptual here as part of the social/personal dimensions of grammar) must resort to another conceptual system for its completion: every orgrammar requires a meta orgrammar for its completion and even when we add the meta grammar Gm, we are still left with the original proposition, rephrased, but of identical form that, ‘statement gm cannot be proved within orgrammar Gm’. If we construct an orgrammar Gmm, that is, meta with respect to Gm, the same problem arises and so on indefinitely.

Naive verificationism26 (the dominant paradigm of management research), says a sentence or proposition can only be meaningful if and only if it is either analytically or empirically verifiable: the one proposition in a system governed by verificationism, is that is certainly neither analytically or empirically verifiable, is the statement that ‘a sentence or proposition can only be meaningful if and only if it is either analytically or empirically verifiable’. It is tempting to think of the critique of relativism (which I equate approximately to social constructivism or postmodernism) as having the same status; ‘if everything is relative, then the statement that everything is relative is relative as well’. Many, including postmodernists themselves, misinterpret relativitivism in this way.

To say that a proposition is only true, in relation to a particular orgrammar is not to devalue the proposition. Understanding the physics of the fundamental forces of nature, for example, enables us to build machines of many kinds enabling us to use them to perform work of various kinds, but at the same time there may be other valid ways of understanding the universe; through metaphors like Lovelock’s Gaia, or as Fechner’s angel or by admitting the possibility of a multiverse or the necessity of different laws of physics.

Story

Fechner (1907) story described by Corbin (1990) goes as follows. One fine spring morning seeing the light casting what looked like a halo over the earth, Fechner felt that he had concrete evidence that “the earth is an Angel, a gorgeously real angel, so like a flower”. But, he thought, nowadays such experiences are dismissed as imaginary. It is taken for granted that getting to know the earth is just a matter of researching mineral collections.

In mapping Gödel into a social context for example, one of the several versions of competition, (creative destruction, Arrow Debreu, choice models favoured by the political establishment, red queen versions, shareholder value) or securities pricing models founded on the Ito integral, and Ito’s lemma, one can always construct a statement of the kind, statement x cannot be proved within the system, which turns out to be a (Gödel) statement which is neither provable nor disprovable and it doesn’t matter what the content of statement x actually is. What is important is that we always have to resort to an alternative orgrammar as when the invisible hand is introduced as a meta grammar into the picture of a market system.
5. Creativity

We can view creation as (a) creation as making something out of nothing or (b) creation as discovery. Let us describe what is created, or made, as the text, T. One way (a), to proceed is to make sense of the text; using orgrammar. Another way (b), is to return from the text to where the text emerged; abandoning orgrammar. The first way (a) is life; the second way (b) is death, return to the source.

![Diagram showing the process of creation and sense-making](image)

**Figure 5**

**Creating a text T from orgrammar**

Once something is created, the problem of sense making arises; the search for meaning. Resolving the problem requires imposing some degree of order or organization: it requires orgrammar. Making sense, or imposing meaning, leaves the text less open (than pure story). In the rightwards direction (from the upper left) in figure 3 we have a creative flow; creating something, the text, T, out of nothing. Text requires orgrammar of some kind or other. There are many alternative orgrammars that can do this. But the orgrammar of antenarratives leaves the text relatively open as compared to the orgrammar of narratives. Thus antenarrative consists of a relatively open set of orgrammars g (the bottom left) in figure 3. A subset g₂, of orgrammars g (g₂ ⊂ g), becomes the narrative of the text T.

**The source of orgrammar**
The set of all orgrammars illustrates Russell’s paradox\(^\text{28}\): the set of all orgrammars is part of the class of sets that are not members of themselves\(^\text{3}\). From the standpoint of Gödel, no orgrammar is complete: all orgrammars contain an Other. The set \( G \) containing all orgrammars must contain no Other (otherwise it would not contain all grammars). Hence the set of all orgrammars is not contained in itself. The class or set of all orgrammars (on every level of Being) contains no Other; if it does contain an Other it does not contain all orgrammars. But if the set of all orgrammars contains no Other it is not an orgrammar. Consider the set of all things that do not contain themselves. The set of all orgrammars is one of those sets. If it is a member of these sets then it contains an Other. So it is a member if and only if it is not a member. So where is it contained? Where does the set of all orgrammars live? It exists within emptiness. It is part of non existence, so it is nothing. Nothing is different from an emptiness. It is not a space occupied. It is impossible to conceive of except as a Koan.

**Story**

The story of Ullysses and the Cyclops Polyphemus illustrates the problem of conceiving of nothing. Ullysses tells Polyphemus his name is No-man. When Polyphemus, blinded, calls out to wake the other Cyclops, they ask “Who did it?”. “No-man,” he replies. “No-man. Ah, all must be well,” they say and go back to sleep.

This is illustrated by the positioning of \( G \) in figure 3. The set of all orgrammars does not exist. It belongs to the empty set, labelled nothing in the figure. We now have a view of creation as making something, which we called a text, \( T \), out of nothing. It may seem like a logical puzzle or a paradox but this is not important. What is important is that logic breaks down and we enter the mysterious.

**Creation as return**

There is another way looking at this: creation as discovery; returning to the source of things. Suppose in the search we move beyond one orgrammar to another, in the steps that the man in Kafka’s story could take, but appears not to take. We go successively beyond orgrammars taking in orgrammar after orgrammar, moving towards the set of all orgrammars; beginning to include all planes of Being, soul, spirit, .... including orgrammars on every plane of Being, in the limit we approach the set of all orgrammars which contains no Other and we are left with nothing; emptiness, death.

Consider figure 3 from the perspective of discovery or return to the source. The wider set of orgrammars containing the antenarrative and the more restrictive alternative orgrammars containing the narratives exist. The problem is to return to the source from which creation emerged, by successively uncovering meaning by abandoning orgrammars because there is always an excluded Other, abandoning all sense making and all organizing procedures.

What would remain as a result of abandoning orgrammars in this way? From one perspective, it would be the set of all orgrammars which is empty, nothing, and from another perspective

\(^\text{28}\) An example of Russell’s paradox is the town where all men shave; some shave themselves others are shaved by the barber. Who shaves the barber? The barber can only shave himself, in such a town if he does not shave himself.
nothing which contains all orgrammars. Creation is birth, creating something out of nothing; discovery is return to the source, which is emptiness, death.

**Story**

The Bardo Thödol describes creation as making something from nothing and creation as discovery or return to death, symbolically. It is a story of the intermediate state between death and rebirth, nothing and something. One way of thinking about the Bardo Thodal is to see time, not as an endless succession of moments, like firework patterns successively exploding into the night sky and (almost) instantaneously fading into darkness: not as passing along a continuum, from past to present to future. Eternal time would be a set of concurrent moments happening in a single instant; instant and eternal, in that there is only that one moment, nothing exists after or before; past and future collapse into an eternal now. Eternal time would have another imaginable characteristic. All potential, conceivable and inconceivable, would be contained in that eternal instant. Because it contained all potential, eternal time would contain all orgrammars, conceivable and inconceivable.

This story might be seen as a preface to the following story presented in the Bardo Thodal.

**Story**

The text of the Bardo Thodal is in three parts. The first part is the Chikhai Bardo describes the psychic happenings at the moment of death. Immediately after that moment, is the second part, the Chönyid Bardo, a dream state, of illusions. The third part, the Sidpa Thödol describes the onset of the birth instinct. In the Sidpa state the dead man is unable to benefit from the Chikhai and Chönyid Bardo states. The dead become caught up by the vision of mating couples. Supreme insight and illumination occurs during the actual process of dying. Soon afterwards illusions begin that lead to reincarnation. Illumination becomes fainter and fainter, insight into truth becomes less and less bright and visions become increasingly terrifying, as physical rebirth gets nearer.

Recalling the previous story, birth and death and rebirth, when we extend the dimensions of orgrammars, occur in every instantaneous, eternal moment.

**6. Concluding remarks**

Concluding remarks are confined to the role of orgrammar in Dasein. Other planes of Being may be spoken of elsewhere. Some general remarks are followed by some implications of the discussion for business and consulting. The remarks should be prefaced by the remark that it goes without saying that creativity is off an MBA agenda.

Returning the notion a palimpsest, one plane of being may reflect every other plane: in which case every plane is reflected somehow in Dasein. Orgrammar determines the state of the plane of Being of Dasein at any moment. Formally we might say that orgrammar is a state vector in Hilbert space of infinite dimension. Grammar in other words spans the space of Dasein. If we consider the number of elements or state variables contained in the space occupied by organizations, for example, elements existing within an organization (i.e. its activities, projects, teams, etc.) outside (i.e. its macro environment, technological, economic, ecological and so on) and its payoffs (contributions monetary and non monetary to its stakeholders) this space too has a high dimension. The space occupied by the orgrammar may be higher or lower than the space occupied by the elements of organizations.
Suppose for the moment we think in terms of systems of equations which we are trying to solve by constructing orgrammar in Dasein. Treating solutions as configurations of system states, we can imagine orgrammar as occupying a vector space of rank H. If the number of elements N exceeds H then perhaps we seek to expand orgrammar: the situation may be chaotic or random. If the number of elements N is less than H the solution space has rank H-N and there are many perhaps infinite potential solutions in Dasein. Orgrammar fixes a system in some system state, over a probability distribution of systems states. The lower the rank of orgrammar in relation to the number of elements, the more likely it is that the transition from one system state to another (trajectory over time) will be unstable and uncertain. Higher rank of orgrammar can give rise to SOC/phase transitions.

If the space or orgrammar has a higher dimension then there are many potential solutions to our problem of introducing order, or making sense; of course, none of them satisfactory because we know from Gödel, that there is always something excluded; always there is an Other. If the dimensions of the space of orgrammar are smaller than the space of orgrammar, then we must always be adding new elements to orgrammar to make sense of things, to introduce some order, or to introduce the order we would like. In either case, higher or lower dimension orgrammar as compared to the elements it is trying to make sense of, or organize, there is always something missing.

Hence, there is a compulsion to restructure and restructure and control; to introduce structure, plot, themes, and actors with roles and spheres of action and causality; to impose narrative on antenarrative. There may be an illusion imposing narrative or increasing the dimensions of orgrammar will produce order, unambiguous solutions or meaning. But it is an illusion.

One of the themes running through the paper is interdependence: interdependence between societies and between finance economics and business; interdependence as the need to take a multi-disciplinary approach to the theory and practice of business and economics; Dasein means that for the most part the perceiving subject is inseparable from the perceived object; interdependence as a need to take account of the importance of different spheres of Being, between the material and the spiritual worlds, between profit and ethics and social responsibility; interdependence as the need to abandon policies based on maximisation of the wealth of particular individuals and groups at the expense of others.

Another largely implicit theme is deconstruction. Essentially outside help with business problems involves deconstructing their formulation by managers who are too close to the problem to see it. Interesting problems, that is those that are beyond algorithmic solution are usually too closely associated with a transitory system state to be prone to algorithmic solution: maybe muddling through is the optimal solution to interesting problems. Deconstruction also involves revealing from time to time the Other: not only disgraceful CEO’s, but in the form of alternative orgrammars. As Ghoshal pointed out in one of his last papers, business schools are not only too respectful of pretty tired business concepts like competitive advantage, efficient markets, shareholder value, normal distributions and such like; but they present them as part of a universal orgrammar. Another aspect of orgrammar with respect to business problems (and Dasein) is the managers and academics (including this one) who pose the problems are part of the problem.
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Notes

---

1 Kafka (1923) gives a number of possible interpretations of the Law in the text of *The Trial*.

2 Searle (1998) gives a simple example of not stopping. If we ask a machine to find a whole number greater than 6 will stop at 7: but if we ask it to find an odd number that is the sum of two even numbers will not stop.

3 Jung (1958); Evans Wentz (1927); Baldock (2009)

4 See for example, Newman (2008), Haldane (2009).

5 The question of as to whether a system state is equilibrium is irrelevant. The state is momentary: ‘temporary tranquillity’ in Joan Robinson’s words.


7 Heidegger (1996); Dreyfus (1999). Dasein means literally being-here or being-there. The implication of choosing Dasein to describe the real world is that there is no separate intending subject (decision maker) deciding what to do; instead the subject is part of the world, inseparable from the world whose decisions are governed by the prevailing orgrammar or orgrammars. Heidegger’s Dasein corresponds to the Buddhist notion of attachment; (wo)man’s behaviour is programmed/conditioned by properties of orgrammar. This view is completely at variance with that of contemporary cognitive science is in the possibility of living authentically; that is, being distinct from the crowd by being conscious of the predicament of death. Heidegger’s limitation is that he seems to perceive that there is only a single sphere of Being. However authenticity in is surely a kind of meta cognition. See later comments, on the Bardo Thodal, on the absence of orgrammar nothingness and death.

8 The idea of interconnectedness of different spheres of Being is what Jung was trying to capture with his concept of synchronicity, and Swedenbourd with the concept of correspondences.

9 The concept of *Other* is interpreted differently. We should make clear the way it is interpreted here, (as italicised) which differs from that of Sartre (1943) or Lacan (1973) for example. Their use of the term the gaze, does though capture the self reflexive aspect of the other which links the Other both to deconstruction and to Gödel. Sartre (1978) sees the Other as a threat to the subject; a kind of Being for Others that is somehow an inauthentic mode of existence: becoming an object for another consciousness and associated perhaps with a feeling of shame on the part of the subject. Lacan developed another interpretation. The gaze in Lacan turns the subject into the object, in much the same way as feminist writers picture women as obliged to see themselves as images projected upon them by men. Edward Said maintained that the West the Orient as the Other. The *Other* as used here is more closely identified with Jung’s concept of the Shadow as exemplified in Conrad’s story recounted in the text.

10 A mapping, as in (the relation of) a landscape to a map, is simply the transformation of one thing or symbol into another. Orgrammars are not axiomatic systems. But their incompleteness is demonstrated below (pages 6-7).


12 The Swedish School, for example Wiksell made a similar distinction between ex ante intentions and ex post results. Equilibrium in so far as it could exist, did so when ex post variables coincided with ex ante variables.

13 If relativism is seen in the sense of allowing the possibility of alternative orgrammars, then it is unexceptional.

14 Stories appear in many different media. They may be literary; plays, novels, short stories, fairy tales, comics or myths. They may be passed down through the generations verbally. They may be implicit in pictures, portraits, charts, maps, diagrams or tables of numbers, graphs, or cartoons: or told in film or TV, or in photographs or dreams or fantasies. Mathematics tells stories in its own language as does every academic discipline, or company report, or advertisement, or police or hospital record. Stories may be open works or they
may be closed. The more open the work to interpretation, the closer it is to story; the more closed, the closer it is to narrative. Some narratives appear to be entirely closed, but they are opened up to alternative narratives by deconstruction, the appearance of différence, the continuing presence of the other or the shadow. The medium affects the message, the meaning and the interpretation. The intention of the author becomes irrelevant as the text of the story or the narrative is disseminated: ownership of intention rests with the reader, the viewer, the interpreter; his or her moods, dispositions; the influence of the crowd.

15 Wittgenstein (1953); Forster (2004); Lyotard (1979).

There are many morphologies corresponding the dimensions of orgrammar we wish to focus on. Limit discussion for the moment to morphologies in Dasein. What we focus on in Dasein is determined by orgrammar. Figure 1 gives a broad indication of the dimensions (aspects) of organizations that capture our attention, for example; elements of the value chain; activities (subsets of value chain elements); categories from management accounting; elements from the balanced business scorecard, six sigma (or some such fad). Probably alternative morphologies should be aligned with payoffs of organizations and stakeholder groups. Denote set of all morphologies as K and particular morphologies, k, (k ε K) each containing i = 1, 2,...,m elements. So ki are elements of a particular morphology.

17 See Boje references above and below.

18 Interdependence through time is referred to as positive feedback that takes systems upwards (virtuous circles), as exemplified by the boom/bubble period in the years leading to the financial crisis beginning in 2007: and take systems down (vicious circles), as exemplified by the recession/depression experienced from 2007 onwards in the world economy.

We have added the other two dimensions (e) and (f). Groupings are given by the binomial expansion.

21 Supposing that there are around 10^5 firms and 10^6 households in the UK, the idea that they are in equilibrium is at least far fetched. Its usefulness is that it allows us to use calculus.

22 Boje’s antenarratives throw an interesting light on this point. As well as indicating something that precedes something else, ante is connected by Boje to a bet that is made before the cards are dealt or before the odds (in a horse race for example) can be staked out precisely. Boje’s view of antenarratives as bets is close to the view that probability should be not be defined on relative frequencies or on logical possibilities (the odds of a head coming up when tossing a fair coin, or a jack being picked from a deck of cards). Instead probability should be defined on the unknowable and possibly infinite space of the potential of a situation. This is similar to the notion of risk implied by fat tailed distributions. Fat tailed distributions may have infinite variance, in contrast to normal or Gaussian distributions which have limited variance. In fat tailed heavy tailed distributions, extremes are usual.

23 Swedenborg wrote of correspondences between different spheres of Being in the scriptures; distinguishing divine, spiritual and mundane level: expressed in our terms each sphere has its own orgrammar. Jung expressed the same idea as synchronicity.

24 Andrew Haldane (2009)

25 The completeness problem for axiomatic systems concerns whether every statement within a system is provable within that system; which for orgrammars such as g rules out statements like, T is not provable in g. Consistency means that everything that can be proved (logically) true cannot also be proved false which also
rules out statements like the one above. Truth in this context should not be confused with meaning. In addition to 5 above see, Thomas (1995); Godel (1962).

26 Ayer (1952).

27 Stories that make up antenarratives, occupy a space of orgrammar (and Being) that is extensive, more extensive than narratives because they are not limited by narrative method; the orgrammar of narrative is a subset of the orgrammar of antenarratives. The question is: where on the continuum of orgrammars, are antenarratives situated? Figure 5 illustrates this.

28 Russell’ paradox is this. Consider the set R of all sets that do not contain themselves. If R exists then it is a member of itself if and only if it is not a member of itself. The set of all orgrammars G belongs to R

With respect to orgrammar, if \( G \in R \{ G : G \notin G \} \Leftrightarrow G \in G \).

29 Perhaps this is what Jung had in mind when he wrote of synchronicity, or Swedenborg had in mind when he spoke of correspondences.

30. See Matthews 2011.